ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY IN WASHTENAW COUNTY: uplifting
entrepreneurs of color
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On August 27th, 2019, the Washtenaw County Office of Community and Economic
Development (OCED), in partnership with Yodit Mesfin Johnson, principal, YMJ & Associates,
LLC, hosted a dinner discussion with fifteen entrepreneurs of color at Back Office Studios in
Ypsilanti. The purpose of the dinner was to illuminate opportunities and challenges these
entrepreneurs face as they strive to grow their businesses and contribute to the Washtenaw
County entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Prepared by: YMJ & Associates, LLC - Igniting Change!

BACKGROUND
OCED, under the leadership of Teresa Gillotti, is revisiting its economic development strategy.
Following the development of a county-wide Racial Equity Initiative, OCED seeks to strengthen
its relationship with Black, Indigenous and other people of color (BIPOC) entrepreneurs in order
to inform its strategic direction.
County staff acknowledge that the lead economic development agencies and organizations are
led and primarily staffed by white people, many of which have not run a business. Staff are also
aware that traditional economic development incentives often go to white-owned businesses. If
there is going to be a shift to more equitable policy and approach, then the voices of business
owners of color need to be central to that process.
OCED selected YMJ & Associates, LLC to co-coordinate, plan and facilitate an initial event
designed to engage entrepreneurs in candid discussion about what resources, access, barriers
and/or opportunities exist to launching and growing their enterprises. The engagement began
with a facilitated ‘listening’ dinner with the entrepreneurs. The August 2019 dinner had 15
attendees and 11 businesses represented.

CONTEXT
Research shows that the majority of business growth of all Michigan businesses are small
businesses. Locally current technical assistance supports are provided through the Small
Business Development Center and the WCC Entrepreneurship Center as well as libraries,
SPARK East and the Center for Economic Development. Unfortunately, too few BIPOC
businesses are accessing these supports.
Minority entrepreneurs, especially Black and Latinx business owners, are still underrepresented
among business owners, and they struggle to keep pace with non-minority owners. According to
the Small Business Administration, as of 2013, Black-owned firms represent just 7 percent of all
U.S. businesses. Black business ownership in Washtenaw County falls below national averages.
To date, we do not have county-wide data on the number of BIPOC businesses established here.
Entrepreneurship think-tank Prosperity Now states, “Business ownership has long been a path to
asset building and economic mobility. Not only does it offer the opportunity to improve the
financial security of individual entrepreneurs, it also serves as a gateway to individual and
community wealth building.”
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Unfortunately, though business ownership is a fundamental engine for wealth creation,
entrepreneurs of color face several challenges that make it more difficult to leverage business
ownership into an asset that leads to long-term financial security. Among other issues, these
challenges include lower average business value, unmet financing needs, lack of culturally
competent small business services, unequal access to sound financial advice and long-term
business planning support. In addition, many of these entrepreneurs are also facing growing
pressures that come with rapidly changing neighborhoods and local areas.
A desire to grow and strengthen the BIPOC entrepreneurial ecosystem locally, and to gain
greater awareness and understanding of the barriers and root causes entrepreneurs are facing, was
the basis for the County’s desire to gather entrepreneurs of color locally. The initial meeting in
August was for the purposes of:
1. Increasing understanding of what opportunities/challenges local entrepreneurs at every
stage of growth are facing related to accessing resources to launch and grow their
enterprises;
2. Testing OCED’s assumptions about the effectiveness of current resources designed to
entrepreneurs, to inform the County’s planning process;
3. Learning about current informal or formal networks of entrepreneurs that may exist,
and/or need of resources or support;
4. Determining how entrepreneurs would like to continue this learning and information
gathering process.

WHAT WE HEARD
The dinner convening, led by Yodit Mesfin Johnson, began with a
series of prepared question prompts for the entrepreneurs. These
questions were specifically tied to the client’s desired objectives and
outcomes for the convening.

The dinner began with introductions and the prompt, ‘How are you entering tonight’s
discussion?’’ Responses included:
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●

Excited to get involved in community

●

Excited to address issues we as entrepreneurs are facing

●

Optimistic

●

With appreciation that Ypsilanti’s counterculture allows me to be me

●

Recognizing that Ypsilanti is a cultural hub for children, adults, students

●

Feeling good to be in an entrepreneurial community

●

Desiring to improve my business

●

With awareness of ‘movement’ in the entrepreneurial sector

●

With strong allegiances

●

Knowing that Ypsilanti is a powerful site for inclusive growth

●

Recognizing the need for fairness and equity in the entrepreneurial space

Next we asked a round of questions that focused on: “What networks do you rely on for
information, resources, and technical assistance?”
● What organizations or individuals assisted you financially with your business?
○

PayPal, Square, American Express for working capital loans, approval based on sales
(caution about fine print and interest rate)
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○

I self-financed my business

○

Friends and family

● What organizations or individuals assisted you non-financially with your business?
What type of support did they give? (note: responses included help entrepreneurs
received and programs they knew of but may not have accessed)
○

University of Michigan Center for the Education of Women - for advice in the beginning

○

Industry peers, e.g. Black Girl Clinicians Collective, Dr. Joy’s Therapy for Black Girls

○

National organizations of colleagues, e.g. Private Practice Academy for business
coaching with affordable monthly membership fee

○

The community feels welcoming, offers positive support, I’m able to ask questions,
there’s a willingness to network and have conversations

○

EMU - students to volunteer to help me with capacity

○

Community spaces - Cultivate is a great meeting space

○

Community partnerships - they tend to happen as your reputation grows

○

Connections with other POC business owners

○

Realtors, e.g. Tyler Weston who are willing to help navigate negotiations

○

Any insider’s guide to make invisible landscape visible and make local knowledge
available, e.g. Mark Maynard

○

DDA façade funding

○

Sue Mosey, former Community Development expert was a great advocate when she was
here

○

Networking through joining local boards, getting involved in community, e.g. Pitch Ypsi,
Toastmaster, DDA

○

Crowd-funding, e.g. MEDC/Patronicity

○

Local banks

○

Michigan Works can help find and retain talent, to provide money ($15,000-$50,000) and
coaches for training, especially for hospitality and trades

○

Partnerships with SBDC, Chambers of Commerce, Michigan Works

○

Spaces like Makerworks in Ann Arbor and Tinkertech in Ypsilanti

○

Build Institute, Detroit

○

Michigan Women’s Foundation, Detroit - $10 million to female led businesses

● Do you give financial or non-financial support to other innovators, individuals or
organizations?
○
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No responses

What are the emotional or financial risks of being an entrepreneur? What barriers/challenges
do you face? Who helps you overcome these?
● Being new in the community and not knowing the ‘right’ people
○

Networks opened up after getting more established, e.g. Ypsilanti is close-knit and
protective of its own

○

Need to earn trust and show I really want to invest in this community

● No access to traditional financing
○

Many had to use 401K to finance start up

○

SPARK resources focus heavily on tech (‘exclusively ‘)

○

No loans without collateral

● Decision making fatigue, e.g. head down, fear factor, focus on day to day, not being able
to go home
○

Always ‘grinding’; challenge of ‘in vs on’ my business

● Knowledge silos
○

No access to marketing

○

No access to talent

● Impact on family life
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○

Choice to sacrifice revenue for more personal life

○

Juggling business as side hustle because of need for health insurance

What does success look like for you and what would it take for you to achieve your vision?
What needs do you have?
●

Coaching and support without judgment, preferably by POC

●

Something like Build Institute in Detroit with 6-week start-up training

●

Practical feedback on my business plan

●

Funding to other varieties of businesses, not just tech startups

●

Funding for development of talent and skills

●

Financial equity for POC owned businesses

●

More action (in terms of supporting BIPOC), less talk about it

●

Connection points with other local entrepreneurs

●

Innovative ways to access support; ie: use sweat equity like Habitat for Humanity model

●

Wrap around services like Avalon Housing model and/or Friends Indeed “Circle program”;
models for advocates and allies
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR NEXT STEPS:
One of the major shifts happening in economic development is an increased focus on inclusivity as a
primary driver of sustainable and holistic development.
To build a culture of entrepreneurship, accessibility and understanding is vital. We can’t make these ideas
untouchable. In order for Washtenaw County to be a hub for inclusive entrepreneurship, it requires having
multiple clear points of entry, frictionless access to information, and easy ways for new entrepreneurs to
get connected to resources. Removing barriers ensures the path to entrepreneurship is clear for as many
people as possible.
For inspiration to inform the County’s strategy, we looked across the country to Memphis, TN, a
community very similar to Washtenaw County. In their report, Vital, Memphis-based entrepreneurial
support organization, Epicenter, offers a comprehensive impact report summarizing three years of the
lessons they've learned while building a culture of entrepreneurship in Memphis. VITAL is part of
Epicenter's mission to measure and communicate the impact of their collective work —with entrepreneurs
at the center of it all.
The lessons they lift up seem applicable here and aligned with what we heard:
●

Build awareness of programs, funding, and support that is available to entrepreneurs. Part of
burning barriers to access is increasing visibility, especially to those who may not be in our direct
line of sight.

●

Keep building the pipeline. Expand access and offerings to more entrepreneurs and companies
at various stages of development.

●

Be a resource for employees, too. One huge, positive outcome of a vibrant entrepreneurial
ecosystem is the creation of new, well-paying jobs. Improving the way we communicate these
available opportunities, and even the types of jobs one can expect, when working with startups.

●

Empower, don’t execute. To truly be a hub of entrepreneurship, the County must remain
focused on empowering the ecosystem as a whole. Identify gaps, pilot programs, then spin them
off to capable, passionate people or organizations that want to run with them. The more you keep
in-house, the less room we have for new, strategic ideas.

●

Don't underestimate black women. Or young people. Or immigrants. Or veterans. To grow
the economy, we have to include and reflect all of Washtenaw County. To that end, inclusion and
diversity aren’t just metrics or talking points, they’re guiding principles built in to the core of the
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organization. Not only does this intentionality provide vital perspective, it enables you to better
co-create solutions and programs with the populations we seek to serve.
●

Let no one be alone. Entrepreneurship is a lonely game. It takes a village to lift entrepreneurs up,
launch their dreams, and keep their concepts alive as they pivot and grow. Together, in spirit and
in effort, move toward a shared vision of a more vibrant Washtenaw County with them.

●

Keep entrepreneurs at the center. Enlist the talents and perspectives of entrepreneurs. Develop
learning communities, create programs that serve actual needs, not perceived ones. Share
successes and, more importantly, failures. Focus on accountability to the community is essential
and also what will attract the attention of funders. Focus on actually generating positive
outcomes, instead of just assuming you are.

●

Build community power through entrepreneurship. Many communities are disproportionately
invested into nonprofit efforts. Many millions of charitable dollars go to support vulnerable
populations and programs that support those suffering from the symptoms of poverty. While wellintentioned, strategic investments in entrepreneurship will grow the local economy and expand
economic participation by building individual, family and community wealth, and creating
independence and agency for our neighbors.

The themes of Washtenaw County entrepreneurs of color who met late summer of 2019, reflected the
sentiments of those in Memphis and in the Vital report:
●

Participants are seeking more opportunities to engage with one another and develop deeper
personal connections. They often struggle to find one another in order to create the informal
networks they desire.

●

Participants want incentives/resources and networks made known to them directly, preferably
from trusted sources.

●

Some participants wanted access to coaches and other business consultants who are culturally
competent (they understand the challenges of POC entrepreneurs) and can help them navigate the
entrepreneurial ecosystem, including access to traditional and non-traditional capital

YMJ & Associates recommends that the County and OCED reconvene and expand the group of
entrepreneurs of color from last summer. This group would be formally invited, and compensated, to help
shape the vision and inform the strategy development which will lead to an inclusive entrepreneurial
ecosystem here that is accessible and community-centered.
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Immediate next steps could include:
●

The formation of POC Advisory/Learning Community that meets regularly, beginning in July
2020, with OCED to help shape the economic opportunity strategy for the County;

●

Support the group as it develops a vision for economic opportunity that centers entrepreneurs of
color;

●

Gather insights from other organizations, through collaboration, who have successfully supported
entrepreneurs of color elsewhere in the state and country;

●

Develop a 3-year strategy that includes measurable outcomes such as: increasing the number of
BIPOC entrepreneurs, ensuring culturally competent trusted guidance and connections that keep
their business healthy and strong, increasing access to capital through federal and local funding
sources and partnerships, and connecting them to resources that support their whole-person needs,
not just the business.
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